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APPELLANT: Laurie Wills / Friends of the Lewiston Grass Valley Creek 

REQUEST: An appeal of Planning Director’s decision to approve a renewal of Commercial 
Cannabis License 2020-453.    

PROPERTY OWNER/LISCENSEE:  Mark Do Santos (formerly Michael Syvertson) 

LOCATION: 4790 / 4798 Lewiston Rd., Lewiston (APN: 025-290-13; 29) 

APPROX. ACREAGE: Each parcel is 2.5 acres in size. (Totaling 5 acres total contiguous area 
as defined by the Trinity County Commercial Cannabis Ordinance (TCC 17.43.))  

ZONING DISTRICT: Rural Residential 2.5 Acre Minimum (RR2.5)     

ZONING DISTRICT OVERLAYS: None 

GENERAL PLAN DESIGNATION: Rural Residential  

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Deny the appeal. 

ADJACENT LAND USE AND ZONING INFORMATION: 

Direction Land Use Zoning General Plan 
Designation 

North Undeveloped RR 2.5 / RR 2.5 RR / RR 

South Residential/Undeveloped        RR 2.5 / RR2.5        RR / RR 

East Residential RR 2.5 / RR 2.5 RR / RR 

West Undeveloped RR 2.5 / RR 2.5 RR / RR 

SUMMARY:  
The appellants request that the decision by the Planning Director to approve Commercial 
Cannabis License 2020-453 be reversed (Attachment 1).  

DISCUSSION: 
Commercial Cannabis License application renewal CCL-2020-453 was scheduled to be 
approved by the Planning Director on July 24, 2020. An appeal was filed on August 6, 2020 by 
Laurie Wills on behalf of Friends of the Lewiston Grass Valley Creek. Prior to the renewal date, 
a transfer of ownership of the site had been initiated. The transfer application was received on 
June 5, 2020 from Mark Dos Santos and processing was completed on September 11, 2020.        
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The appellants cite numerous issues that contradict Resolution No. 2016-77 (A Resolution of 
The Board of Supervisors of The County of Trinity Adopting Four Principles on Local Regulation 
of Cannabis) as well as several sections of Trinity County Code, concerning the detrimental 
effects of cannabis cultivation operations on local non-cannabis businesses, quality of life, traffic 
and road maintenance, and degradation of the aesthetics of the area. Also, the appellants voice 
concerns over the cumulative environmental impacts of the cannabis cultivation operations in 
the area on water and air quality in the Lewiston Grass Valley Creek Watershed.  

Other concerns for the appellants relate to harassment and indirect threats directed at 
opponents of the cultivation operations, fear of future retaliation for the submission of complaints 
and continued opposition to the cultivation operations. Information was submitted with the 
appeal to support the appellant’s claims that the former owner and licensee (Michael Syvertson) 
should not have been previously granted a Commercial Cannabis Cultivation License.  

The appellants also have noted the removal of a school bus stop sign near the entrance to the 
cultivation site and that the site is located withing close proximity to a school bus stop.   

CCL #453 is an active license that has consistently been in good standing. Since the initial 
issuance of this CCL in May of 2018, four site inspections have been completed with only one 
deficiency noted during that time which was corrected within the allotted seven-day period. 5).  
With the transfer of the property and license to a new owner, Mark Dos Santos, concerns 
regarding the past owner/licensee should be alleviated.   

Comments Received:  

 Comments were received on behalf of Mr. Dos Santos (current CCL applicant/property 
owner) from Abbott & Kindermann, Inc. on January 20, 2021 (Attachment 2).  

 Comments were also received from Mr. Scott Simpson on January 22, 2021 in support 
of the appeal (Attachment 3).   

ATTACHMENTS: 
1--- Appeal application and supporting documentation dated  
2— Correspondence Abbott and Kindermann dated January 20, 2021 
3—Correspondence from Scott Simpson dated January 22, 2021 
4— Board of Supervisors Resolution No. 2016-77 
5— CCL #453 Inspection Reports 2018-2020 
6— CCL #453 Legal notice dated July 13, 2020 
7— CCL #453 Site plan 2020  
8— CCL #453 2019 CEQA Notice of Exemption  
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January 20, 2021 
 
 
SENT BY ELECTRONIC MAIL 
 
Honorable Diana Stewart 
Vice-Chair, Planning Commission 
Trinity County 
61 Airport Road, P.O. Box 2819 
Weaverville, CA 96093 
info.planning@trinitycounty.org  
 

Re: Small Outdoor Cannabis Cultivation License  
Renewal Project (CCL-453) 
4790/4798 Lewiston Road, Lewiston, CA  

 Hearing Date and Time:  January 28, 2021 at 6:00 p.m. 
 
Dear Chair Stewart and Commissioners: 
 
 This firm represents Mark Dos Santos (“Dos Santos”), the applicant for a Small Outdoor 
Cannabis Cultivation License Renewal (“Project”) located at 4790/4798 Lewiston Road in 
Lewiston, California (“Property”)(APNs 025-290-13-00 and 025-290-29-00). Dos Santos is 
seeking the following: 
 

1) Denial of an appeal of the Renewal of License CCL-453 for the operation of a 
9,750-square foot canopy area outdoor cannabis cultivation operation. 

 
For the reasons explained below, we respectfully request that the Trinity County Planning 

Commission (“Commission”) deny the appeal of the Planning Director’s approval of the CCL-
453 License Renewal. Specifically, the following will demonstrate that: (1) the Project conforms 
with all applicable standards established in Ordinance No. 315-843 (as well as recently adopted 
Ordinance No. 315-849); (2) the use of a categorical exemption for the license renewal was 
legally appropriate; and (3) the Commission can confidently deny the appeal.   
 

This letter is organized as follows: 
 

I. Background Facts Regarding Dos Santos’ Cannabis Cultivation Project at 
4790/4798 Lewiston Road. 
 
 

mailto:info.planning@trinitycounty.org
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II. The Existing Cannabis Cultivation Operation Is In Compliance With All 
Applicable Requirements Set Forth In Ordinance No. 315-843 (As Well As 
Recently Adopted Ordinance No. 315-849). 
 
A. The Closest Approved School Bus Stop Is Located At Least 1800 Feet 

From The Project Site. 
 
B. While Appellants’ Description of Mr. Syvertson’s Alleged Actions Are 

Disturbing, Dos Santos Cannot Be Held Responsible For Mr. Syvertson’s 
Alleged Behavior Or The Safety Concerns Held By Members Of The 
Community As A Result. 

 
III. The Director’s Use Of The “Existing Facilities” CEQA Exemption (CEQA 

Guidelines §15301) Is Appropriate Because The License Renewal Is For 
Cultivation Activities That Already Exist And Are Ongoing. 

 
IV. Conclusion 

 
I. Background Facts Regarding Dos Santos’ Cannabis Cultivation Project at 

4790/4798 Lewiston Road. 
 
The Project site is located on approximately five (5) acres in the Lewiston community, 

and is made up of two (2) parcels of approximately 2.5 acres each in size. The Project site 
recently changed ownership on April 27, 2020, and is now operated by Dos Santos doing 
business as Sabai Family Farms LLC. The Project was originally granted a Cannabis Cultivation 
License in May 2018. The existing garden is located on parcel APN 025-290-29-00 and consists 
of approximately 1,200 plants grown in 15 rows of soil bags that are 6.5’ by 100’. The total 
mature cultivation area is 9,750 square feet. Immature plants are kept in the 20’ by 40’ shop 
where dried plants will also be processed. There is a residence that was permitted in 1997, and a 
permitted shop that was constructed in 2014, both on parcel APN 025-290-13-00.  

 
On parcel APN 025-290-29-00, the County has issued a dwelling permit, and there are 

two proposed accessory buildings for the site: (i) a 6’ by 10’ shed for pesticide and agricultural 
chemical storage, and (ii) a 40’ by 100’ shop for drying plants, harvest storage, an administrative 
hold area, and a section to house immature plants. The canopy area, the designated area, and the 
licensed premises will remain the same.   

 
The existing site is comprised of two parcels that are zoned “Rural Residential-2.5-acre 

minimum” in the Trinity County Zoning Code (“Zoning Code”). The site has a land use 
designation of “Rural Residential” in the Trinity County General Plan. The surrounding 
properties are also designated as “Rural Residential” in the General Plan and are zoned “Rural 
Residential.” The Cannabis Cultivation use is allowed in both the Trinity County General Plan 
and Zoning Code. 
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II. The Existing Cannabis Cultivation Operation Is In Compliance With All Applicable 

Requirements Set Forth In Ordinance No. 315-843 (As Well As Recently Adopted 
Ordinance No. 315-849). 

 
The Appellants raise several claims as to the Project’s compliance with all of the 

requirements set forth in Ordinance No. 315-843. These claims include: (i) the purportedly 
improper location of the Project within 500 feet of a school bus stop; (ii) the purported non-
compliance with CEQA (addressed in Section III, below); and (iii) the alleged violent, 
dangerous, and felonious behavior of Mr. Michael Syvertson, which has led to concerns of 
threats and intimidation, harassment, and retaliation. Each of these issues are addressed below. 

 
A. The Closest Approved School Bus Stop Is Located At Least 1,800 Feet From The 

Project Site.  
 

Appellants correctly note that the Zoning Code requires that no cannabis cultivation will 
be approved “[w]ithin five hundred feet of an authorized school bus stop” (Trinity County Code 
§17.43.050(A)(2)), and claims that Dos Santos’ operation is not in compliance. Appellants also 
insinuate that Dos Santos and/or his employees were nefariously “tampering with the bus stop 
sign the day before it was removed,” and suggested such actions “can result in misdemeanor 
and/or felony charges.” These unfortunate accusations are simply false. 

 
First, appellants inaccurately state that “bus stop locations fall within the purview of the 

California Highway Patrol (CHP) and not local agencies.” While it is true that the CHP is 
responsible for regulating school bus stops (Vehicle Code §34508), the CHP chose to exercise 
that authority by expressly delegating the authority to designate the location of school bus stops 
to the local school district superintendent. (13 C.C.R. §1238(a).) Pursuant to this regulation, CHP 
only expressly prohibits school bus stops within 200 feet of a railroad crossing, on the left-hand 
side of any highway, or on a divided or multiple-lane highway where students must cross the 
highway to board or exit, unless traffic is controlled by an officer or signal. (Id. §1238(b).) The 
CHP only otherwise requires its approval when a bus stop is located on a state highway, under 
specified conditions. (Id. §1238(c).) Here, the Project site is located on a local roadway 
(Lewiston Road). Thus, the local school superintendents determine the locations of authorized 
school bus stops. 

 
Second, while Dos Santos has no knowledge as to the circumstances involving the sign’s 

removal, a review of the various local school district’s bus schedules all demonstrate that there is 
no official school bus stop at 4790/4798 Lewiston Road. Trinity Alps Unified School District’s 
2020-2021 Bus Schedules (“Lewiston Bus 8” Route) identify only one school bus stop in the 
vicinity of the Project site—Lewiston Road/Dirt Road. (Exhibit 1.) That school bus stop is more 
than 1,800 feet from the Project site. The very next stop on that route is Highway 299/Poker Bar 
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Road.1 (Exhibit 2.) Lewiston Elementary School District’s nearest school bus stop in the vicinity 
of the Project site is about two (2) miles away at Lockhart Road. (Exhibit 3.) For these reasons, 
the Project is not located within 500 feet of a school bus stop and is in compliance with the 
Zoning Code. (Trinity County Code §17.43.050(A)(2).) 

 
B. While Appellants’ Description of Mr. Syvertson’s Alleged Actions Are 

Disturbing, Dos Santos Cannot Be Held Responsible For Mr. Syvertson’s Alleged 
Behavior Or The Safety Concerns Held By Members Of The Community As A 
Result. 

 
Michael Syvertson was the prior owner of 4790/4798 Lewiston Road and was an earlier 

operator of a licensed cannabis cultivation operation at this location. The Appellants describe 
how they “fear for their safety, retaliation, and/or damage to their property” as a result of the 
behaviors of some cannabis operators in the community. They also describe several disturbing 
incidents allegedly committed by Mr. Syvertson and his associates, in particular, including a 
butane hash oil explosion near a school in Yuba County, a “shovel attack” in Red Bluff, and 
kidnapping and assault of former employees in Colorado. The descriptions of these allegations 
and the anxiety they cause are certainly disturbing, and Dos Santos sympathizes with his 
neighboring community and appreciates their concerns. He also agrees that such actions would 
and should not be tolerated by the County. 

 
It is important to recognize, however, that Dos Santos has no prior or current knowledge 

of or relationship with Mr. Syvertson apart from purchasing the property from him in 2019. His 
operation complies with all state and County requirements, and they seek to be a valued and 
trusted member of the local community. Neither Dos Santos, nor his employees have anything to 
do with the incidents allegedly committed by Mr. Syvertson, and it would, thus, be inappropriate 
to hold them responsible. The County has plenty of tools at its disposal to address any issues that 
could arise in the future, though Dos Santos plans to be a model operator that demonstrates that a 
cannabis operation can be run successfully and in harmony with the community. 
 
III. The Director’s Use Of The “Existing Facilities” CEQA Exemption (CEQA 

Guidelines §15301) Is Appropriate Because The License Renewal Is For 
Cultivation Activities That Already Exist And Are Ongoing. 

 
Appellants raise several environmental concerns impacting property owners/renters in the 

vicinity of the Project site that are purportedly caused by the Project, including “cannabis odor, 
noise, night light blight in the entire vicinity…,” as well as water quality, air quality, traffic, and 
“significant visual degradation.” While Dos Santos disputes these characterizations of their 

 
1 Note that Google Maps estimates it will take three minutes to drive the 2.2 miles from Dirt Road to Poker 

Bar Road along this route, which is consistent with the Bus Schedule’s morning route which plans the bus arrival at 
Dirt Road at 7:23am and its arrival at Poker Bar Road at 7:27am (4 mins.).  
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operations, and believes any concerns were likely associated with the prior owner’s operations, 
for CEQA purposes, it is important to remember that this is an existing operation, not a new one. 

 
The Project is for the renewal of a “small outdoor” Commercial Cannabis License 

(“CCL”) under the Zoning Code, which granted “permission to cultivate cannabis plants” at an 
“outdoor cultivation site between five thousand one and ten thousand square feet of total canopy” 
in 2019. For CEQA purposes, the 9,750 square-foot mature cultivation area operation is already 
established. Thus, the new baseline for the consideration of environmental impacts of the current 
Project—a CCL renewal—is the existing operations. Any new environmental impacts must be 
based on a change from the approved and existing cannabis cultivation operation.  

 
The Planning Director’s approval relied on the “Existing Facilities” Exemption (CEQA 

Guidelines §15301) to comply with CEQA, which allows for: 
 

“the operation, repair, maintenance, permitting, leasing, licensing, or minor 
alteration of existing public or private structures, facilities, mechanical 
equipment, or topographical features, involving negligible or no expansion 
of existing or former use….”  

 
Here, the proposed use is the continued operation of an existing “small outdoor” cannabis 

cultivation operation. There are no proposed changes to the “designated area” (Trinity County 
Code §17.43.010 [defined as “the hoop-house, greenhouse, and/or outdoor area(s), identified for 
the planting, growing and harvesting of cannabis, excluding drying, processing and other post-
harvest cultivation activities”]), or the “canopy area” (Id. §17.43.010 [defined as “the designated 
area(s) at a licensed premises that will contain mature plants at any point in time.”]). Thus, 
because there is no expansion of the existing use, negligible or otherwise, there are no new 
impacts and the Project is eligible for the “Existing Facilities” exemption from CEQA. 
 
 Dos Santos is also considering the potential construction of two accessory buildings—a 
storage shed and a shop building—both of which would be subordinate and incidental to the 
cannabis cultivation use that is authorized and regulated by the Cannabis Cultivation License – 
which are allowed by right in the Rural Residential zoning district. (Id. §17.15.020.) Should the 
County determine it necessary to address the construction of these two accessory buildings at this 
time, both would also be eligible for a “New Construction or Conversion of Small Structures” 
CEQA Exemption. (CEQA Guidelines §15303(e) [“Accessory (appurtenant) structures including 
garages, carports, patios, swimming pools, and fences.”].). 
 
 For these reasons, the Planning Commission should find that the Project is exempt from 
CEQA, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15301 (“Existing Facilities”), and deny the appeal.  
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IV. Conclusion 

As shown above, the Project’s cannabis cultivation use is operated in compliance with all 
of the requirements set forth in Ordinance No. 315-843 (as well as recently adopted Ordinance 
No. 315-849), and is, thus, eligible for renewal. Please let us know if there is any other 
information that we can provide to assist you in evaluating this request. 

Accordingly, Dos Santos respectfully requests that the Commission do the following:  

1) Find that, based on substantial evidence in the record, the Project is exempt from 
the California Environment Quality Act pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 
15301 (“Existing Facilities”); and  

2) Deny the Appeal.   

We appreciate the opportunity to present this analysis and look forward to answering any 
questions you may have during the hearing. 

      Very truly yours, 
 

       
      Diane G. Kindermann 
 
 
DKH/lh 
Enclosures 
cc: STAFF 
 Client 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT 1 



Trinity Alps Unified School District 

Morning  Bus Schedule

2020-21

Hwy 3 & Coffee Creek Road 6:35 East Weaver and Placer 7:34 North Miner 7:55
Hwy 3 @ KOA 6:45 Placer 7:37 Forest Aveune 7:56
Trinity Center @ IOOF Hall 6:48 Brooks Lane 7:40 Nazarene 7:58
Upper Covington 7:00 Lyons Tree Service 7:43 490 Oregon Street 7:59
Estrellita Heights 7:05 Airport Road 7:45 Hatley Lane 8:01
Turn out before Stuarts Fork 7:16 5 Cent Gulch 7:45 Moon Alley 8:03
Rush Creek Estates 7:23 Weaverville Elementary School 7:48 Weaverville Elementary School 8:08
Musser Heights 7:30 THS 7:52

IOOF Camp 6:58 Browns Mtn Road 7:21 Mill Street 7:50
Oak 7:00 Dirt Road 7:23 @ Turn around 7:52
Henrietta 7:05 Poker Bar Road 7:27 Mill Street and Virginia 7:53
Lewiston Mini Mart 7:06 Weaverville Elementary School 7:40 Washington and Mill 7:56
Texas Avenue 7:09 Trinity High School 7:44 North Street 8:00
Fremont and Second 7:13 Taylor Street 7:48 Horseshoe Lane 8:03
Viola Street 7:15 Easter @ Hospital 7:48 Weaverville Elementary School 8:05
Goose Ranch Road 7:17 Trinity High School 8:10

Ammon Road 6:36 Cedar Flat 7:08
Susie Q 6:38 Big Bar 7:28
Whole Enchilada 6:47 Corral Bottom Road 7:32
Salyer Store 6:50 Trinity Canyon Lodge 7:43
Oden Flat 6:52 Junction City Store 7:50
Hawkins Bar 6:55 Trinity High School 8:03

Weaverville Elementary School 8:08

Marshall Ranch Road 7:12 Davis Road 7:40 Masonic Lane 7:50
B-Bar K Road 7:18 Whispering Pines 7:41 Masonic and Granite Peak 7:50
Jordan Road 7:20 Drury Lane 7:42 Mt.View and Long Street 7:55
Douglas City Fire Hall 7:30 Ransom Road 7:42 Weaverville Elementary School 8:02
Union Hill Road 7:32 Baudizzon 7:44 Trinity High School 8:10
Glen and Mark Street 7:38 Pioneer and Martin Road 7:45

updated 8/5/20

Douglas City / Bus 4

Lake/ Bus 9

Lewiston/ Bus 8

Down River / Bus 6



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT 2 



Map data ©2021 1000 ft 

Explore Lewiston Rd & Dirt Rd

3 min
2.2 miles

via CA-299 E and Lewiston Rd
Fastest route

Drive 2.2 miles, 3 minPoker Bar Rd & Hwy 299 (across Hwy) to Lewiston Rd & Dirt Rd



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT 3 



LEWISTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISTRICT 

 

MORNING BUS RUNS 

 

2020-2021  
 

 

 

 

 

7:19 Leave LES    

 

 

7:22 Trinity Dam Blvd@ Henrietta A1  

 

 

7:28 Trinity Dam Blvd@ Fish Hatchery B1   

 

 

7:31 8171 Rush Creek Rd C1    

 

 

7:36 Deadwood Rd/River Oaks D1  

      

 

7:45  Goose Ranch Rd @ Salt Flat Rd E1  

 

 

7:52 Back to LES F1  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9/03/2020 
 



LEWISTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISTRICT 

 
 

2:45 PM BUS RUN 

 

 

 

 

2:50 Leave LES       

  

2:53 Trinity Dam Blvd. @ Henrietta C1  

      

2:55  Trinity Dam Blvd.@ Fish Hatchery D1  

 

3:03 Lakeview Terrace I1      

 

3:12 8171 Rush Creek Rd E1  

 

3:16 River Oaks @ Deadwood Rd.  H1 

 

3:22 Goose Ranch Rd. @ River Rock Rd. G1  

 

3:25 Goose Ranch Rd. @ Salt Flat Rd. H1  

 

3:31 Old Lewiston Rd. @ 48 Lockhart Rd. B1   

 

Return to LES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Updated 01/19/2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: SCOTT SIMPSON
To: Kim Hunter
Subject: Lewiston Grass Valley Permit Dispute
Date: Friday, January 22, 2021 11:58:04 AM

 

Greetings.

 

I have written several letters detailing some of the issues that have arisen since the
approval of far too many permitted cultivation sites in the Lewiston Grass Valley
“neighborhood”.  I’ve detailed roaming dogs, heavy equipment noise that lasts all day
and beyond. I’ve been asked to provide difficult to locate parcel numbers, permit
numbers, and various other bureaucratic hurdles.

But, in reality, this issue should be far simpler than the County is making it.

I have lived up on a ridge, overseeing the valley for over twenty years. When I moved
here, my ridge was so quiet.  When I looked to the north, the west, and the south, it
essentially looked as if I was the only human for MILES.  In the past five plus years,
that has been completely destroyed.

Now, houses are going to be built. Other people, just as I did, are going to migrate
into our wonderful area.  I understand the principles of growth. I understand I don’t get
the shut the door behind me when I get in. I am not unrealistic in my expectations of
progress.

But what the county has permitted to be done to our area really SHOULD be
criminalized.

So, in case this letter will get tossed otherwise, I’ll throw in one of your required
numbers for specificity-

CCL-453.

There. That’s likely the grow that LEAST affects me, and yet even at a distance I
have indeed had entire days ruined with heavy equipment noise, including a massive
earth mover I could see at a distance with my naked eye. And, allegedly, I have been
told they aren’t even permitted to do an “improvement” that massive without previous
clearance.

The grow on Coffin Road has absolutely assaulted the entire community with odors. I
can drive down Lewiston Road in the Ohio Hill area, and with my vehicle’s windows
rolled up STILL be accosted with a massive odor.  Where I stop to check my mail, on
the valley floor several hundreds of yards from One Maple Winery, I need to hurry
and get my mail and get back in my vehicle or I actually get a headache from the
stench in warm weather. I even need to keep my windows rolled up on the lower part
of my driveway right above the grow. I used to have a spot there where I would have

mailto:ssimpson@hughes.net
mailto:khunter@trinitycounty.org


a picnic and enjoy the view. I haven’t been able to spend any time on my lower
property line between fear of rogue dogs, and odor induced headaches. I feel quite
certain that our already established local business, One Maple Winery, will never be
able to survive this assault on their home and their livelihood. They were building at
the same time I arrived in 1999. Legal cannabis wasn’t even a pipe dream at that
time. And, yet, the county is allowing their business to be murdered in the name of
money for licensure.

This past year, when I needed to replace my water pump in Snipe Gulch, the water
level was the lowest I have ever seen it in all of my years here, including through the
worst of our drought.

There is no planet of which I am aware where that ever should have been allowed to
happen. And, now that it has happened, there seems to be no interest in
acknowledging an obvious egregious error and correcting it.

Furthermore, there is a grow that I can see from my back yard, to the south, on the
south side of 299. That grow is expanding at a rate that is utterly alarming. There
used to be one white greenhouse in a narrow area. Now, there are multiple buildings,
and they continue to rape the mountainside with more and more expansive outdoor
grow areas. They have added so many lights that remain on 24 hours a day, that it is
beginning to look like the beginning of a small town. They have removed so many,
many trees and destroyed the view. They burn EVERY SINGLE DAY from dawn to
dusk and beyond, leaving the entire valley with a permanent haze. I honestly can say
that, by comparison to the pre-legalization world, the view from my backyard looks
like Las Vegas. The light pollution has impacted the ability to see stars in the way I
did back when my kids were little and at home.   

This all makes me beyond sad. And, the county should absolutely be ashamed of
what they’ve allowed to happen here. I am not anti-pot. Heck, I am not even anti-
legalization.

What I AM against is the country so anxious to get a cash grab going that you’ve
completely forgotten about those of us that moved here, worked for far lower wages
than anywhere else to build a community, and probably the only part that the county
would notice or pay attention to- we pay our taxes.

The idea that I am paying taxes to further this abominable behavior by the county
makes me, for the FIRST time, angry that I have to yield my hard-earned pay to
enable the destruction of our community. What exactly has the County done for us?
Destroyed our view, destroyed our ability to enjoy the outdoors without walking
through stench and getting headaches?

You have allowed light pollution, ignored air and smell pollution, ignored expansion of
these grows in a manner that should never have occurred.

I will wrap up now, as my anger is beginning to overcome my attempt at civility.

This is a massive county. We are one of, if not the, lowest populations per acre in the



state.

There is NO way a grower’s convenience of proximity to a town for supplies, ease of
access to water, and laziness to not wish to grow in an outlying area should supplant
tax paying residents, who moved here for our beauty and remoteness, for our clean
air and silence.

If I came to look at property in my area today, instead of in the late 1990’s?

I’d go to a different county. And, that said, I don’t think there is anyone that has
advocated for the greatness of our home here more than myself. It is impossible to
account for the amount of revenue I've generated for our county over the years by
having so many of my old friends visit here, rent rafts, hire local fishing guides, go to
live music events, go backpacking and spend their money at our local businesses and
eating establishments. All because of my energetic, passionate love of our home and
simple word of mouth. 

Those days are, sadly, now behind us. 

While it would be fantastic to believe anyone in the county “government” cares
enough to admit they were wrong, and make things right? I have lost all confidence in
Trinity County’s elected officials and cash grabbing permits pimps.

Prove me wrong. Please.

 

Sincerely,

Scott Simpson

Lewiston, CA
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Notice of Exemption

To: X County Clerk
County of Trinity
Trinity County Courthouse
Weaverville, CA 96093

From: Trinity County Department of Planning
P.O. Box 2819

Weaverville, CA 96093

Project Title: Cannabis Applicant Project Number CCL-2018-453
Project Location - Specific:

Location Centi-oid: 40.6844°, -122.8662°

Project Location - City: Lewiston
APN: 025-290-13-00, 025-290-29-00

Project Location - County: Trinity

Description of Nature, Purpose, and Beneficiaries of Project:

Name of applicant and/orLLC: Michael Syvertson
Type of operation: Small Outdoor Cultivation up to 10,000 square feet
Parcel Size and Zone: 5 acres/Rural Residential

Upon meeting all requirements of Ordinance No. 315-823 and amendments (Nos. 315-829, 315-830,

and 315-841), compliance with all Local, State and Federal regulatory agency requirements, including
but not limited to -

• California Department of Fish and Wildlife, pursuant to sections 1602 or 1617 of the Fish and
Game Code,

• Compliance with section 13 149 of the Water Code as implemented by the State Water
Resources Conb-ol Board, Regional Water Quality Control Boards, or California Department of

Fish and Wildlife,
a Compliance with any conditions requested by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife or

the State Water Resources Control Board under section 26060. l(b)(l) of the Business and
Professions Code,

e Assurance that all outdoor lighting used for security purposes shall be shielded and downward
facing,

• Assurance that applicant will immediately halt cultivation activities and implement section
7050.5 of the Health and Safety Code if human remains are discovered,

s Assurance that requirements for generators pursuant to section 8306 of the California

Department of Food and Agriculhire Regulations chapter 1,
a Compliance with pesticide laws and regulations pursuant to section 8307 of the California

Department of Food and Agriculture Regulations chapter 1,
« Assurance that mixed-light license types of all tiers and sizes shall ensure that lights used for

cultivation are shielded from sunset to sunrise to avoid nighttime glare,
a Operations consistent with North Coast Air Quality Control Board Rule 104(d)(2)(c) Prohibition

on fugitive dust emissions related to agricultural practices.

- this project is considered to be consistent with the definition of an Existing Facility. The ongoing
operation of the facility will not cause additional harm to the environment - specifically with respect to
biological hydrological resources, air quality and land use considerations.



Name of Public Agency Approving Project: Trinity County Planning Department
Name of Person or Agency Carrying Out Project: Michael Syvertson

Exempt Status: (check one)
a Ministerial (Sec. 21080(b)(l); 15268);
a Declared Emergency (Sec. 21080(b)(3); 15269(a));
a Emergency Project (See. 21080(b)(4); 15269(b)(c));
X Categorical Exemption: Article 19 Class 1 Section 15301 Existing Facilities

Q Statutory Exemption. State code number:

Reasons why project is exempt: Due to the fact the Cannabis cultivation operation is preexisting at the
time of this agency's determination to file a Categorical Exemption, the project would not create any
substantial environmental impacts. Continued operation of the existing facility will not pose a risk to the
environment or public safety. The project would require minimal grading and/or materials beyond what is
deemed to be operational maintenance and would not require the removal of native vegetation or

specimen trees.

CEQA Class 1 Categorical Exemptions under Article 19 consists of the operation, repair, maintenance,
permitting, leasing, licensing, or minor alteration of existing public or private staictures, facilities,
mechanical equipment, or topographical features, mvolving negligible or no expansion of use beyond that
existing at the time of the lead agency's determination.

Although the area in which the project is located is not considered environmentally sensitive, designated
area expansion of total canopy square footage is not permitted under this Categorical Exemption.
The project does not include the expansion of physical improvements that will result in the extensive
disturbance of land that has not already been disturbed in previous permitted cultivation operations or in
locations where previous cultivation activities have occurred. Site development may be allowed;

mcluding but not limited to the construction or modification of structures, fences, migations, t-ellises,

planters, roads or similar type operations in a manner that is consistent with preexisting operations.

Vegetation clearing or grading of undisturbed areas is not covered by this document.

No exceptions pursuant to Section 15300.2 ofCEQA, listed below, apply.

Exceptions pursuant to Section 15300.2 of CEQA
There is no substantial evidence that there are unusual circumstances (including futire activities) resulting
in (or which might reasonably result in) significant impacts which threaten the environment. The
exceptions to the categorical exemptions pursuant to Section 15300.2 of the State CEQA Guidelines are:

(a) Location. Classes 3,4, 5, 6, and 11 are qualified by consideration of where the project is to
be located — a project that is ordinarily insignificant in its impact on the environment may
in a particularly sensitive environment be significant. Therefore, these classes are

considered to apply all instances, except where the project may impact on an environmental

resource of hazardous or critical concern where designated, precisely mapped, and officially

adopted pursuant to law by federal, state, or local agencies.

There are no mapped environmentally sensitive habitats or sensitive plant or animal species at the

project location. The project location has been defined by the areas of cultivation and areas of
supporting infrastructure, including but not limited to designated access roads, septic, fertilizer
storage, diesel storage, compost, fertilizer mixing tank, well and/or outbuildings. Therefore this
exception does not apply.

(b) Cumulative Impact. All exemptions for these classes are inapplicable when the cumulative
impact of successive projects of the same type in the same place, over time is significant.

The project, as defined above, is to continue the operation of a historically existing cultivation
operation. The scope of the project is limited to the project description and this project is not a



portion of a larger cumulative project at the site of the operation. Therefore this exception does

not apply.

(c) Significant Effect. A categorical exemption shall not be used for an activity where there is a
reasonable possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the environment due
to unusual circumstances.

There are no known or identified potentially significant effects on the environment. The

continued operation of the cultivation operation will not affect the location beyond existing
disturbance. Therefore this exception does not apply.

(d) Scenic Highways. A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project which may result
in damage to scenic resources, including but not limited to, trees, historic buildings, rock

outcroppings, or similar resources, within a highway officially designated as a state scenic

highway. This does not apply to improvements which are required as mitigation by an
adopted negative declaration or certified EHL

The project does not impact scenic resources. The project site is not on a scenic highway.

Therefore this exception does not apply.

(e) Hazardous Waste Sites. A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project located on a

site which is included on any list compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government
Code.

There are no known hazardous or toxic sites at the project location. Therefore this exception does

not apply.

(f) Historical Resources. A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project which may

cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource.

There are no known historical resources on the subject parcel. The project will not impact

neighboring parcels or structures. This categorical exemption does not apply to the expansion of

physical improvements that will result in the disturbance of land that has not already been
disturbed in previous operations. Grading and/or digging below the existing grade is not an
approved component of this project. Therefore this exception does not apply.

Lead Agency Contact Person:

Rick Tippett

y_
Signature:

Title: Trinity County Planning Director

7>C

Area Code/TeIephone/Extension:

(530) 623-1365

Date: 5/13/2019


